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Manifestos
Faculty of Natural Sciences Undergraduate Councilor
Shiheng Jing
“Because I am now the Chair of our biomedical department society and also this course is a
brand new one for this college. Therefore I need to study how to run a society properly and
also personally, I would like to help out other students. I am a member of our Hall Committee
members. I organized events for our hall residents and to see they enjoy the first year living in
hall really build my confidence to help more people.
I am also involved in the CSSA. But I this is a Chinese society and be a first year international
student, I also wish to improve myself and get involved in Union to make the best of me. To
help even more people.
Although this is the first time for me to stand for such an important place in ICU, I think I will
do my best to get my job sorted and enjoy it!”
Simon Nance
“As the body that governs the running of the Union and its relationship with College, Council
needs members that have a driving passion to represent the will and needs of the students to
the best of its ability.
My experiences over 3 1/2 years as a student, my membership to various union committees
over the last 2 years, including being Halls Rep to the Representation and Welfare Board, and
my position of Re-App in an Undergraduate Hall this year has given me a broad exposure to
the needs of the members, the problems they face and the willingness to give up as much of
my time as is necessary to ensure the best possible decision for students as a whole.
I have no special interest to represent, no axe to grind and as a fourth year student, I also
have the experience and maturity to consider matters fully and not make up my mind on
important matters without the taking into account all the facts surrounding the issue.
All in all, I believe that I would be a valuable, useful and committed Ordinary Member of
Council.”

Faculty of Natural Sciences Court Member
Neil Monteiro
“I am in my fourth year at Imperial and have been active in the union since I started my
degree here. I have been involved in a broad range of clubs and societies in the sports, arts,
media and social categories. I am a regular director with Dramsoc and am currently assistant
station manager of Stoic. I am also a member of the RCSU executive.
Through these roles, I have gained the experience of the day-to-day workings of the Union
and its regulations that would enable me to be an effective member of the Union Court. I am
accustomed to resolving issues regarding these rules fairly but efficiently and would look to
discuss matters referred to the Court in the same way.”
ULU Delegate
Furquan Kidwai has resigned from the position of ULU delegate with immediate effect. Unless
anybody would like to stand from the floor, I am going to propose that Jon Matthews is
appointed ULU delegate.

